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When he arrived at Celia’s house, it was already evening. As soon as he entered the 
house, he found Celia and her family waiting for him to start dinner. “David is here. 
Come have dinner, we are all waiting for you,” Mindy said when he saw David come in 

“Alright.” 

To be honest, David was not hungry at all as he had drunk with Mason all afternoon, but 
he could not reject their kindness, so he walked over and sat down. 

“David, East League Capitals is so big now. Do you have any other goals? Oh, and 
what type of company are you going to develop East League Capitals into?” Mindy 
asked while eating. 

David was stunned, he genuinely did not think about this question before. 

The establishment of East League Capitals was actually for him to spend money to 
obtain lavish points 

He had never thought about other aspects at all. 

“Mrs Young, East League International will develop in all aspects, and it should become 
a comprehensive company with strong inclusivity,” David replied after thinking for a 
while. “Oh, then do you have any specific plans?” “I am only responsible for the general 
policy, so the specific planning will be completed by my subordinate.” “Your 
subordinate? Do you mean Pearl, the general manager of East League Capitals?” “You 
can say that.” “David, you’re handing over such a big company to a young woman. Can 
she really manage it? 

“It’ll be fine, Mrs. Young. Miss Pearl is the first person to work for me. Moreover, she 
also graduated from a prestigious university and has several years of work experience. 
She is very capable, and she is the reason East League Capitals has achieved so much 
today.” Mindy did not speak As soon as she heard David complimenting Pearl like that, 
she suspected there must be something fishy going on with the two of them. 

It would be impossible for David to fire Pearl now. 

She could only have Celia enter the company quickly after graduating to keep a closer 
eye on David so that she could get rid of Pearl slowly. David held 100% of the equity in 
East League Capitals anyway, so he only needed to say the word to fire anyone. It 



would be best if Celia could give birth to a child. David was also very puzzled now. ‘Why 
is Mrs. Young suddenly asking this? 

‘I don’t get it, but Mindy always asks such imaginative questions anyway. ‘I’ll just get 
used to it.’ The next day, David contacted Julia and discussed sending invitations to all 
the hidden sects and families who joined resurfaced. First, they would notify the 66 
provincial cabinet ministers of Somerland and ask them to report the families and sects 
that had resurfaced in their respective provinces. 

The two tallied the number. 

There were now 47 sects and 32 families that had resurfaced. 

After adding the numbers, they found that there were a total of 79 forces in Somerland 
that had resurfaced. 
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Basically, the way they resurfaced was to cooperate with the local forces in Somerland. 

Of course, there were actually some tainted forces that cooperated with local clans in 
secret, but they were had not been reported. Examples of these were the secret 
cooperation between the Warner family and the Dominic family, and the cooperation 
between the Gooding family and Star Sect. 

However, life was not easy for the Warner family right now. The Dominic family colluded 
with foreign forces in an attempt to kill everyone at the grand event of the chosen ones 
in Somerland so that Somerland would fall into civil chaos. In doing so, they had 
outraged all the other forces. The fact that the Warner family and the Dominic family 
were partners has been exposed at the grand event of the chosen ones in Somerland, 
so naturally, they were also involved in this. Now, not only were hidden family and the 
sect unwilling to spare the Warner family, but even Somerland would not accommodate 
the Warner family anymore. It was just that the Warner family was an elite aristocratic 
family in Somerland. They had a profound background and were involved in many 
industries. Moreover, more than one member of the Somerland Parliament was 
speaking up for the Warner family. 

However, in the end, Abraham, the second member of the Somerland Parliament, 
straightforwardly announced that the Warner family had to be severely punished. If not, 
how would somerland maintain its foothold? 
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This suppressed the MPs who spoke up for the Warner family, As soon as Abraham 
said this, everyone knew that it was only a matter of time before the Warner family 
would be finished. 

Stan was sent abroad by the Warner family on the night he came back from the grand 
event of the chosen ones in Somerland. 

They probably also knew that this time, it would be hard for the Warner family to survive 
through this. 

The Warner family had actually been quite wronged this time. 

The Dominic family’s collusion with foreign forces had nothing to do with them. 

The Warner family just wanted to rely on a powerful family like the Dominic family so 
that they could count on the strength of the Dominic family to get through the upcoming 
troubled times safely. 

Although the Dominic family was a tainted force, according to the information they got, 
Mason was no longer around. As long as they secretly maintained a cooperative 
relationship with the Dominic family, who could stop them after news of Mason’s death 
was confirmed? However, who would have expected the Dominic family to be daring 
enough to collude with foreign forces. 

If they had known earlier, the Warner family would never have dared to cooperate with 
the Dominic family. After all, the roots of the Warner family were in Somerland. 

It was a pity that no one was willing to listen to their explanations as no one believed 
them. David did not care whether the Warner family was finished or not. He did not even 
go to the meeting discussing the Warner family that he was notified of. In his opinion, 
the Warner family was insignificant. They were not worth his trouble as a peak God 
Ranker. If there was no other choice, he could just destroy them with a flick of his wrist. 
All David needed to do now was to inform all these resurfaced forces to have a meeting. 

His goal was to assemble a team composed entirely of late Dragon Rankers or even 
peak Dragon Rankers and masters who were halfway to God Rank. 



This team would be used to hunt down forces like the Dominic family and Star Alliance 
which were trying to split the forces of Somerland. At the same time, it was also to 
maintain the stability of Somerland society so that illegal acts would not happen in the 
country. David and Julia analyzed all these forces based on the information recorded by 
Somerland. 

Then, they checked with the 66 provincial cabinet ministers to determine the 
approximate strength of these forces, so that they had some knowledge about them. It 
was also necessary to know which forces had helped Somerland before as such forces 
would definitely get preferential treatment when they resurfaced. 

After obtaining the general information on all the forces, Julia sent invitation letters to 
the 77 groups the name of the Somerland government to invite them to Capital City in 
three days for the meeting The meeting was to discuss how to deal with the hidden 
forces after resurfacing as well as to form the new team. 

All the forces that received the invitation letter responded almost immediately, stating 
that they would participate on time. Now that Somerland was still peaceful, they dare 
not cross Somerland at this moment. The rumors about Mason’s death were just 
rumors, and no one knew if it was it was legitimate. If they were the first ones to take the 
first step and were struck down, who would they go cry to? 

The Nichols family was a typical example of this. 
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Now, they could only go along with Somerland’s wishes. They would do whatever 
Somerland wanted them to. 

If Mason really did die, it would not take long before someone took action. After all, if 
Somerland was in chaos, who cared if promises were honored or not? After doing these 
things, David began waiting for the meeting in three days time. 
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Three days later. Hundreds of people gathered in Opulence Manor, a huge courtyard in 
Capital City. Opulence Manor was bought by David for nearly two billion dollars. This 
time, the meeting place for all the hidden families and sects was held here. 

The hundreds of people gathered here at this moment were all from various hidden 
sects and families, and they were all sent to attend the meeting held by the Somerland 
government. 

A lot of the familiar figures David knew were among them. For example, Augustus and 
Selena from the King family were here. 

The Krums sent Master Coda, but she came alone and did not bring any disciples. 

The courtyard was filled with tables and chairs as many expensive foods and fruits filled 
the tables. 

David also placed the names of each hidden family and sect on each table according to 
their strength. The further front the seat was, the stronger the family or sect. The law of 
the jungle was so ingrained in the hearts of these people that it was better to follow this. 

If they sat recklessly, a fight for seats would probably break out at the scene. 
Meanwhile, David had not arrived, so the meeting had not started yet. 

People from various families and sects at the scene started introducing themselves to 
each other and chatted. 

Augustus and Selena were naturally the focus of everyone. 

The King family was the most powerful of all the hidden families and sects. 
Furthermore, a stunning woman like Selena was here. 

Everyone naturally wanted to get closer to the King family, and it would be best if they 
could obtain a relationship through marriage. “Miss Selena is such a natural beauty. I 
think she’s not inferior to Lorraine from the Krums at all. You two are definitely the 
peerless duo in Somerland.” 

“That’s right! Miss Selena is definitely the most amazing woman I have ever seen. Mr. 
Augustus is very lucky.” 

Everyone complimented. 

While everyone was chatting joyously, David and Julia walked in. They were followed by 
four peak Dragon Rankers. These four were the members of Team Dragon in 
Somerland. 



Team Dragon was Somerland’s secret weapon, and it was composed of all peak 
Dragon 
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Rankers. 

David was also going to integrate Team Dragon into the new team he was forming. He 
could not form a team if all the members came from hidden families and sects. After all, 
they also needed some people from Somerland for reasonable diversity and to 
supervise. 

David was dressed very formally, and he was not as casual as usual. After all, this was 
the first time he was interacting with this people as a Somerland government official. 

Coupled with the improvement of his physique and mental strength, he looked even 
more energetic while his temperament was outstanding. Some young women who 
followed their elders to experience the world had admiration in their eyes. Even Selena, 
a gorgeous woman blessed by the heavens, was no exception. 

She knew more than these people. A few days ago, David had been flying with her in 
his arms for so long that she had already had a crush on him. 

David went to the seat in front and sat down. Julia stood beside him while the four peak 
Dragon Rankers stood behind him. Today, he was the main character. Some of the 
people at the scene had met David before. They also participated in the grand event of 
the chosen ones in Somerland a few days ago. Even though David declined the title of 
number one among the younger generation in Somerland, in many of their hearts, he 
was the only one worthy of the title. The grand event of the chosen ones was rehosted 
again after that day, but no one participated so it ended hastily. It was because they 
knew that even if they won, they would just be inviting shame upon themselves. Thus, it 
would be better to not participate. After these people from the hidden families and sects 
came back, they all used their influence to look up David. However, the result caused 
everyone’s jaws to drop. David was the owner of a capital firm that was estimated to be 
worth over ten trillion dollars. 
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They could not find anything else other than the fact that David was the founder of East 
League Capitals. 

East League Capitals was a new company that had just been established. It could not 
achieve such rapid development in such a short period without any background. 

Therefore, everyone began guessing who David was. When they saw David today, it 
suddenly dawned on them. 

It turned out that David was someone that the Somerland government was cultivating. 

No wonder he was so strong, and no wonder in less than a year, he could develop a 
newly established company into a large capital with assets worth nearly 10 trillion. 
Moreover, they could not find any other information about him at all. 

After David sat down, everyone else found their own seats and sat down. 

Soon, the scene quietened down. 

At this moment, David said, “Thank you for coming to this meeting. 

“First of all, let me introduce myself. 

“My name is David Lidell. Some of the people sitting here should know me, but you may 
not know my actual identity. 

“I am the eleventh MP of the Somerland Parliament and a disciple of Mr. Mason 
Stefani.” 
After David finished speaking, everyone below looked shocked. David had such a high 
status at such a young age! 
Not only was he the eleventh MP of the Somerland Parliament, but he was also a 
disciple of Mason. 
They knew about the Somerland Parliament, and they knew that it was the highest 
decision maker in Somerland. 

All major events in Somerland had to be discussed by the Somerland Parliament before 
a conclusion would be made. 

‘However, all of the MPs in the Somerland Parliament were halfway to God Rank and 
above, right? 

‘Is David halfway to God Rank? 



‘Impossible! 
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‘How old is he? 

‘He’s in his early twenties and he is halfway to God Rank, it is completely unheard of! 
‘This should be arranged by his master, Mason. ‘As the stabilizing force in Somerland, 
no one would say no to Mason arranging for his disciple to get into the Somerland 
Parliament. 

‘Yes, that should be the case!’ Everyone was thinking like this except for Selena 
because she knew David’s true strength. “Today, I will be conveying the Somerland 
government’s instructions to you all. “If you’re able to sit here today, it means that you 
are officially recognized by Somerland. “Furthermore, many of your sects and families 
had helped Somerland before and that’s how Somerland could tide over previous 
difficulties and achieve today’s prosperity and peace. “On behalf of all of the 
Somerlanders here, I want to thank you all. Thank you!” After David said this, he stood 
up and bowed to the more than 100 people who were sitting. Then, he sat down and 
continued, “There are two main purposes for summoning you all to this meeting today. 
“First, since everyone here wants to resurface and integrate into our secular social life, 
then I hope you can abide by the rules and regulations of Somerland. “I’m sure you all 
should have an idea of what you can and can’t do in Somerland. “We in Somerland 
promote equality for everyone. It doesn’t matter if you are a Tiger Rank master, a 
Dragon Rank master, or even a God Rank guardian, in our opinion, you are no different 
from ordinary people. Everyone’s lives are of equal value. “I know this conflicts with the 
idea that you’ve always followed which says that the strong should be respected. “But it 
can’t be helped, this is the rule that all of us in Somerland have made together. Even a 
God Rank guardian cannot kill ordinary people for no reason, otherwise, they will be 
hunted down by all of us in Somerland. “I hope you can understand. After all, ordinary 
people in Somerland make up the vast majority. Think about it differently, how would 
you like it if you were an ordinary person and other powerful martial artists could deprive 
you of your life at will and you are in danger of dying at any time when you walk on the 
street. I believe you wouldn’t like that either. “Do you have any opinions on this? If you 
do, you can mention them. If not, if you ever violate the rules in the future, don’t blame 
me for not reminding you.” David paused for a while after speaking to give everyone 
time to speak. 
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